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Abstract 
To investigate how embodied sensorimotor interactions shape subjective visual 
experience, we developed a novel combination of Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented 
Reality (AR) within an adapted breaking continuous flash suppression (bCFS) paradigm. In 
a first experiment, participants manipulated novel virtual 3D objects, viewed through a 
head-mounted display, using three interlocking cogs. This setup allowed us to manipulate 
the sensorimotor contingencies governing interactions with virtual objects, while 
characterising the effects on subjective visual experience by measuring breakthrough times 
from bCFS. We contrasted the effects of the congruency (veridical versus reversed 
sensorimotor coupling) and contingency (live versus replayed interactions) using a motion 
discrimination task. The results showed that the contingency but not congruency of 
sensorimotor coupling affected breakthrough times, with live interactions displaying faster 
breakthrough times. In a second experiment, we investigated how the contingency of 
sensorimotor interactions affected object category discrimination within a more 
naturalistic setting, using a motion tracker that allowed object interactions with increased 
degrees of freedom. We again found that breakthrough times were faster for live compared 
to replayed interactions (contingency effect). Together, these data demonstrate that bCFS 
breakthrough times for unfamiliar 3D virtual objects are modulated by the contingency of 
the dynamic causal coupling between actions and their visual consequences, in line with 
theories of perception that emphasise the influence of sensorimotor contingencies on 
visual experience. The combination of VR/AR and motion tracking technologies with bCFS 
provides a novel methodology extending the use of binocular suppression paradigms into 
more dynamic and realistic sensorimotor environments. 
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1.0  Introduction 
The human brain engages with the environment through the body, instantiating a closed 
loop between perception and action.  The relevance of these interactions for perceptual 
phenomenology is emphasized by the Sensorimotor Theory of Consciousness (STC) (Noë, 
2004; O’Regan & Noë, 2001).  In STC, perceptual phenomenology is shaped by “mastery” of 
the sensorimotor contingencies governing how sensory signals respond to actions. STC has 
been applied, conceptually, to many aspects of perceptual phenomenology. One prominent 
application has been to the phenomenology of “objecthood” in vision.  In STC, objecthood 
depends on the brain’s encoding knowledge about how afferent visual signals change given 
motor actions, such as eye movements. For example, when I experience the coffee cup in 
front of me as a three-dimensional object with a back-and-sides, it is because my brain 
“knows about” the sensory consequences of moving my eyes, or rotating the mug. In this 
sense, I perceive that the mug has a back even though I cannot directly see it (Noë, 2004; 
O’Regan & Noë, 2001).  
 
The original formulation of STC, as expressed by O’Regan and Noe, lacks a clear 
implementation in neural circuits.  Addressing this, (Seth, 2014) incorporated 
sensorimotor contingencies into a ‘predictive processing’ account of perception in which 
perceptual content is constituted by neurally-encoded predictions about the hidden causes 
of sensory signals (Clark, 2013; Friston, 2010; Hohwy, 2013).  In this Predictive Processing 
Theory of SensoriMotor Contingencies (PPSMC), perceived objecthood arises when the 
brain encodes a rich repertoire of predictions about how sensory signals would change 
given specific actions (Seth, 2014, 2015). Both STC and PPSMC predict that visual 
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phenomenology, including the phenomenology of objecthood, will be systematically shaped 
by how a perceptual system masters, or encodes, sensorimotor contingencies.   
 
Accompanying these theoretical developments, a growing body of empirical research has 
investigated embodied approaches to cognition and perception (Bekkering & Neggers, 
2002; Brunel, Carvalho, & Goldstone, 2015; Chan, Peterson, Barense, & Pratt, 2013; Fagioli, 
Hommel, & Schubotz, 2007; Hannus, Cornelissen, Lindemann, & Bekkering, 2005; 
Lindemann & Bekkering, 2009).  In one striking example, Dieter et al. (2014) found that 
blindfolded participants who waved their hands in front of their faces reported 
experiencing visual sensations, demonstrating that actions may not only shape visual 
perception but may even possess a generative effect on visual experience. Of particular 
relevance are studies that examine the perceptual consequences of disruptions to normal 
sensorimotor contingencies. For example, during binocular rivalry, visual stimuli whose 
movements are contingent on a participant's voluntary actions show longer ocular 
dominance durations, and shorter suppression times, compared to stimuli that move 
independently from a participant's actions (Maruya, Yang, & Blake, 2007), indicating that 
disruption of veridical sensorimotor contingencies can affect the formation of a visual 
percept even outside of awareness.  However, the simple visual stimuli (dot stereogram) 
and trained stereotypical movements used by Maruya et al., (2007) did not address how 
naturalistic sensorimotor interactions with real-world objects shape subjective visual 
experience. To achieve this aim an experimental setup that allows naturalistic embodied 
interactions with realistic objects is needed.  Such a setup could better address the 
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dependence of visual experience on the dynamic causal coupling between actions and their 
sensory consequences within a real-world setting. 
 
So far, studies have not distinguished between two aspects of sensorimotor contingencies 
when addressing such questions: contingency and congruency. For contingency, it is 
sufficient to have a tightly (temporally) coupled relationship between changes in action 
and changes in sensory consequences. Congruency refers to whether these sensory changes 
are in line with what would be expected for a particular action (congruent) or not in line 
(incongruent). For example, moving an object to the left and seeing it move to the right 
(with the same timing and speed) would be contingent but incongruent. In addition, 
empirical tests of the influence of sensorimotor contingencies on perception using realistic 
or real objects have yet to be achieved, mainly due to the technical challenges of real-time 
manipulation of sensorimotor contingencies in such contexts. 
 
Here we address both these challenges by leveraging recent developments in virtual reality 
(VR) and augmented reality (AR) that allow flexible manipulations of the sensorimotor 
coupling of morphologically complex virtual 3D objects. To investigate how sensorimotor 
interactions shape subjective visual experience, we combined these technologies with a 
variant of the binocular rivalry paradigm, known as breaking continuous flash suppression 
(bCFS) (Jiang, Costello, & He, 2007; Stein, Hebart, & Sterzer, 2011; Tsuchiya & Koch, 2005). 
During bCFS, perception of a target stimulus presented to one eye is suppressed by a series 
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of rapidly changing, high contrast, Mondrian patterns presented to the other eye, and the 
time it takes the target to ‘break through’ into awareness is measured.  
 
In two experiments, we asked whether altering the dynamic causal coupling between a 
person’s actions and their visual consequences would modulate breakthrough times during 
bCFS, for realistic virtual 3D objects and naturalistic embodied interactions. Based on 
previous investigations into the effects of multisensory integration during binocular 
suppression paradigms (Salomon, Kaliuzhna, Herbelin, & Blanke, 2015; Salomon, Lim, 
Herbelin, Hesselmann, & Blanke, 2013) we predicted that altered sensorimotor coupling 
would lead to increased breakthrough times, compared to veridical coupling.  
 
Experiment 1 compared the effects of contingency and congruency on breakthrough times 
of target objects under bCFS, as assessed by judgements of rotation direction, while 
participants made rotating actions. Here, contingency reflected whether the object's 
motion was either directly linked to the participant’s on-going actions, or whether it was 
driven by a replay of actions from an earlier trial. Congruency was determined by whether 
the apparent motion direction of the object was congruent or incongruent with the 
participant’s actions.  Experiment 2 further investigated the effects of contingency, 
employing a more naturalistic setup which allowed object interactions with greater 
degrees of freedom and used a category discrimination task, rather than a motion 
discrimination task.  
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2.0  Experiment 1: Comparing sensorimotor contingency and congruency 
Using an adapted bCFS paradigm, participants were asked to report the rotation direction 
of a virtual 3D object as soon as it entered visual awareness. Participants manually rotated 
the virtual object using a novel AR setup with interlocking cogs (Figure 1A). This setup was 
designed to prevent participants obscuring the AR marker with their hand during a trial, 
and to allow them to rotate an object in a single direction while maintaining continuous 
contact with the apparatus. Using this setup, we compared the effects of two aspects of 
sensorimotor coupling on breakthrough times to visual awareness: (i) contingency: object 
movements were directly coupled to the participant’s actions (Live), or they were based on 
a replay of previous actions recorded during a practice trial (Replay), and (ii) congruency: 
object movements were congruent with (same direction) or incongruent with (opposite 
direction) the participant’s actions.   
 
2.1.  Materials and Methods 
2.1.1  Participants 
32 participants completed Experiment 1 (mean age = 23.18, SD = 5.57; 27 females, 2 left-
handed, see section 2.1.3). Participants provided informed consent before taking part and 
received £5 or course credits as compensation for their time. The experiment was 
approved by the University of Sussex ethics committee. 
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2.1.2  Experiment Setup 
Participants were seated approximately 50cm from a set of three interlocking cardboard 
cogs and wore a head mounted display (HMD) (Oculus Rift CV1, Oculus VR, California, US; 
resolution: 2160 x 1200, 1080 x 1200 per eye, diagonal field of view: 110°, refresh rate: 90 
Hz) with an AR stereo camera (OVRVision Pro, Shinobiya.com Co., Ltd, Osaka, Japan; 
resolutions: 1280 x 800 per camera, 60 frame per sec, visual angle: H115° V90°) attached 
to the front of the HMD. The experiment setup was developed in a game development 
engine Unity (Unity Technologies, San Francisco, CA). In both experiments, the actual 
refresh rate was determined by the amount of time it took to process motion data and 
render the virtual object for a single frame in Unity. The frame rate within Unity for 
Experiment 1 was 47.07 frames per second (SE = 0.38). Additionally, we tested the latency 
of the hardware, measured as the time for a signal from the AR stereo camera to trigger a 
visual change on the HMD, which was approximately 84 milliseconds. An augmented reality 
(AR) marker, on the right cog was used to locate a virtual 3D object, which was 
superimposed on the real world through the HMD (Figure 1A, 1B). The AR camera live 
video feed was used to project virtual 3D objects onto the location of the AR marker.  The 
distance between the AR camera and the AR maker was approximately 50cm. Each cog had 
a 17cm diameter (19.3° degrees of visual angle). The AR marker was 7.5 x 7.5cm (8.6° 
degrees of visual angle). The 3D object was spherically shaped, approximately 5 cm 
diameter (5.7° degrees of visual angle). The Mondrian mask was approximately 17 x 17cm 
(19.3° degrees of visual angle) and was centred on the object. Manual rotation of the left 
cog caused the right cog to rotate in the same direction. In each trial, participants rotated 
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the cogs smoothly in a single direction (clockwise, CW, or counterclockwise, CCW), while 
maintaining their hand on the cog at all times.  
 
During bCFS, the virtual 3D object was presented through the HMD to the non-dominant 
eye of the participant, while a dynamic Mondrian mask was presented to the dominant eye. 
The object and the mask were seen by participants as being located directly over the AR 
marker printed on the right-most cog (Figure 1A). The visual rotation of the object was 
controlled by in-house software developed in Unity. The two conditions contingency (Live 
vs. Replay) and congruency (congruent vs. incongruent) were organised in a 2x2 design. In 
the ‘Live’ condition, the virtual object responded directly to the participant's movements 
and rotated either in the same (50% of trials, congruent) direction or in the opposite (50% 
of trials, incongruent) direction to the manual rotation of the cog. In the ‘Replay’ condition, 
the virtual object rotated according to the movements of a pre-recorded practice trial. 
Replay trials were randomly selected from 20 practice trials, subject to the constraint that 
50% were congruent (same rotation direction as the current trial) and 50% were 
incongruent (opposite direction) (see Section 2.1.3).  
 
Virtual 3D objects were designed using Blender (The Blender Foundation, Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands). All objects were designed to be novel abstract 3D objects (Figure 1B). All 
objects had a roughly spherical shape, but with slight asymmetry so that rotation direction 
would be easy to detect. For both Experiments we chose to use novel rather than familiar 
objects in order to exclude any potential influence of inter-subject differences in 
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sensorimotor knowledge for differing familiar object categories – these objects however 
remained highly realistic in their rendering during sensorimotor interactions.  
 
A matt grayscale texture (saturation: 0.5) was applied to each object with natural shading 
from a directional light located directly above the object. Rotational movements of the 
object were updated at 47 frame per second, the refresh rate of our setup. The virtual 
object was introduced 500ms following onset of the mask and gradually increased in 
opacity from 0% to 100%, reaching 100% opacity after 2000ms (Figure 1C, see also 
Supplemental Video 1). 
Figure 1. Experiment 1. A. A schematic illustration of the experimental setup. The 
participant freely rotated the leftmost cog either clockwise or counter-clockwise, according 
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to an instruction screen presented at the beginning of each trial (rotation direction was 
counterbalanced across the trials). Rotating the leftmost cog causes the rightmost cog to 
rotate in the same direction. An AR marker was placed on the rightmost cog over which a 
virtual 3D object and the dynamic Mondrian mask were projected via HMD. B. An image of 
the experimental setup. C. Left: Instruction screen. Right-top: images presented to the 
non-dominant eye. The grey disc underneath the virtual object was used in order to hide 
the rotation of the physical AR maker. The object appeared 500ms after the beginning of 
each trial. The opacity of the virtual object increased from 0% to 100%, reaching 100% 
opacity after 2000ms. Right-bottom: The CFS mask presented to the dominant eye. 
   
 
The Mondrian mask consisted of 200 rectangles moving continuously in 6 different 
directions (two horizontal, two vertical, and two diagonal), which were uniformly assigned 
and consistent to each rectangle. The width and the height of the rectangles were randomly 
chosen from 176 different lengths from 0.03cm (0.03° degrees of visual angle) to 1.39cm 
(1.6° degrees of visual angle), in increments of 0.08cm (1.0° degrees of visual angle). The 
colour of each rectangle was randomly assigned from 5 possible grayscale values 
(saturations 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0). The size of the Mondrian mask (17 x 17cm, 19.3° 
degrees of visual angle) was such that it obscured the first cog with the AR marker in order 
to hide the rotation direction of the cog, as well as the virtual object. All rectangles moved 
at a constant speed of 1.75cm (2° degrees of visual angle) per second (Moors, Wagemans, & 
De-Wit, 2014). The average frame rate of the Mondrian mask was 25 frames per second. 
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The speed of the rectangles was chosen to optimize suppression based on the outcome of a 
pilot study. A red cross was projected onto the middle of the Mondrian mask as a fixation 
point, to help reduce eye-movements during the experiment.  
 
2.1.3  Procedure 
Before the experiment, ocular dominance for each participant was determined using the 
Miles test (Miles, 1930). Participants were then fitted with the HMD and completed a 
practice session to familiarize them with the task.  All participants (including the 2 left-
handers) held a standard computer mouse with their right hand and maintained 
continuous contact with the left cog with their left hand throughout the experiment.  The 
practice session consisted of 20 trials of the Live condition (10 congruent, 10 incongruent, 
each consisting of 5 CW and 5 CCW rotations). At the beginning of each trial an instruction 
screen informed the participant to rotate the cog either to the left (CCW) or to the right 
(CW). The instructed rotation direction was randomized across trials (Figure 1C Left). Each 
trial started with the participant viewing their immediate environment through the AR 
camera. The Mondrian mask was then presented to the dominant eye superimposed over 
the AR marker, which was followed by a virtual 3D object gradually appearing to the non-
dominant eye. Participants were instructed as follows: “As soon as you identify the 
direction the virtual 3D object is rotating, click the associated mouse button”. Participants 
indicated rotation direction by clicking the left mouse button if the object was rotating 
CCW, and the right mouse button if the object was rotating CW. The timing of this response 
determined the breakthrough time, the main dependent variable. Participants were also 
instructed to fixate on the red cross in the centre of the Mondrian mask, and were asked to 
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try to avoid blinking during each trial, as blink rate has been shown to affect breakthrough 
times in bCFS (Stein et al., 2011; Tsuchiya & Koch, 2005). During the practice session, the 
movements of the object were recorded for later use in ‘Replay’ trials. In order to train 
participants to maintain a consistent rotation speed during the experiment, we included a 
rotational ‘speed indicator’ bar in the practice trials, which was located above the 
Mondrian mask. This bar changed colour from blue (when the rotation speed was in the 
desired range, see below) to red, (when the rotation speed was either too fast or too slow). 
Rotation speeds were computed as a rolling average across 5 frames. The desired range 
used, had a lower limit of 0.5 degree/frame and an upper limit of 2.5 degree/frame. The 
speed indicator bar was not shown in the main experiment.  
 
The main experiment used the same trial structure as the practice session. It consisted of 4 
blocks, each with 24 trials (total of 96 trials, note that the duration of each trial varied 
according to individual differences in breakthrough times). Participants were encouraged 
to take a short break at the end of each block during which they could remove the HMD. 
Trial types followed the same 2x2 design, with factors contingency (Live, Replay) and 
congruency (congruent, incongruent rotation), leading to a total of 4 trial types with each 
type being presented a total of 24 times. The whole experiment took approximately 45 
minutes to complete, including the practice and breaks in-between blocks. 
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2.1.4  Analysis 
In the remainder of this paper, we distinguish two types of rotation speed: the apparent 
rotation speed of an object, which refers to the rotation speeds of (virtual) objects as 
viewed by participants, and the manual rotation speed, which refers to the participant’s 
physical movement of the cog (or stylus, in Experiment 2). The manual and apparent 
rotational speeds were derived by measuring changes in the orientation of the 
corresponding AR maker from one frame to the next. The accumulated angles across 
frames for each trial were divided by the number of frames within the trial to provide the 
average rotation speed (manual and apparent) in degrees-per-frame, for each participant, 
and for each trial. For Live trials, apparent and manual rotation speeds were by 
construction identical. For Replay trials, apparent speeds depended on the rotation speeds 
of earlier practice trials, from which virtual object movements were drawn.  
 
Exclusion criteria were as follows. We calculated the difference in average apparent 
rotation speed between for Replay and Live trials, for each participant. Participants with an 
average difference of more than 2 standard deviations (SDs) from the group average were 
excluded from all further analyses.  This criterion was applied to guard against the 
possibility that large differences in apparent visual rotation speed between conditions 
might affect breakthrough times. For the remaining participants, trials where breakthrough 
times were >30 sec or were more than 2.5 SDs from the mean breakthrough time across 
participants were excluded. Finally, incorrect trials were removed from all further 
analyses, and error rates were calculated for each condition (see Section 2.2 for results of 
exclusion criteria). All further analyses and plots used the above exclusion criteria. 
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A two-factorial repeated measures ANOVA consisting of the factors contingency (Live/ 
Replay) and congruency (Congruent/Incongruent) was applied to assess how these factors 
affected breakthrough time. Additional Bayesian two-factorial repeated measures ANOVAs 
were applied to the same data. Following this primary analysis, we conducted a number of 
follow-up analyses to investigate whether disparities in either manual or apparent rotation 
speeds between conditions may have affected breakthrough times. In these analyses we 
compared, using standard and Bayesian two-factorial repeated measure ANOVAs, average 
manual and apparent rotation speeds across conditions. All ANOVA results also included 
the Eta Squared effect size denoted by η². We also applied a Bayesian Pearson’s correlation 
analysis to assess evidence of a correlation between manual and apparent rotation speed 
and breakthrough time in the Live and Replay conditions.  Finally, for each participant we 
ran a within-subjects multiple linear regression (i.e. at the single-trial level) to model 
breakthrough time as a function of (i) contingency (Live/Replay), (ii) congruency 
(congruent/incongruent), (iii) interaction between contingency and congruency, (iv) 
manual rotation speed, (v) apparent rotation speed. 
 
2.2  Results 
Based on the exclusion criteria, three participants were excluded due to excessive 
differences in apparent rotation speed between Live and Replay trials (> 2.0 SDs; M = -
0.415 degree/frame, SD = 0.43 degree/frame). For the remaining 29 participants, the 
following trials were excluded from further analysis: incorrect trials (133 out of 2784, 
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4.8%), trials with breakthrough time >30 sec (1 out of 2651, 0.04%) and outliers (>2.5 SDs 
of mean breakthrough time across all participants; 68 out of 2650 trials, 2.6%).  
 
The remaining data, consisting of 2582 trials out of 2784, was submitted to a two-factorial 
repeated measures ANOVA consisting of the factors contingency (Live/Replay) and 
congruency (congruent/incongruent). The results revealed a significant main effect of 
contingency (F(28,1) = 14.972, p < 0.01, η²  = 0.348), with Live sensorimotor coupling 
breaking through faster (M = 3.57 s, SE = 0.20 s) than Replay (M=3.81 s, SE = 0.20 s). 
Congruency did not reach significance (F(28,1) = 0.499, p = 0.486, η²  = 0.017) (congruent 
trials: M = 3.67, SE = 0.20, incongruent trials: M = 3.71, SE = 0.20) and there was no 
interaction between the two factors (F(28,1) = 0.262, p = 0.612, η²  = 0.009) (Figure 2A). 
Additional two-way Bayesian repeated measures ANOVA consisting of the same factors 
provided the strongest evidence for an effect of contingency only (BF10 = 482.016). Post-
hoc Bayesian t-tests, investigating individual factors further, revealed that there was no 
evidence in support of an effect of congruency (BF10 = 0.190), whereas there was strong 
evidence in support of an effect of contingency (BF10 = 403.9). These analyses indicate that 
breakthrough into awareness of visual rotation direction was faster for interactions that 
were directly coupled to (i.e., contingent upon) participants’ movements, while the 
congruency of the coupling did not affect breakthrough times.  
 
There were very few incorrect responses: 4.6% (SE = 1.00) across all participants. A 2-way 
repeated measures ANOVA revealed significant no differences in correct responses for 
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either contingency (F(28,1) = 0.239, p = 0.629, η²  = 0.008), or congruency (F(28,1) = 2.060, 
p = 0.162, η²  = 0.069), or an interaction between these factors (F(28,1) = 0.2085, p = 0.160, 
η²  = 0.069) (Figure 2B). Additional Bayesian repeated measures ANOVA showed strong 
evidence for the null model, indicating no differences across conditions in response 
accuracy (contingency: BF10 = 0.239, congruency: BF10 = 0.316). 
 
Figure 2. Experiment 1. A. Breakthrough time by contingency (Live/Replay) and 
congruency (congruent/incongruent). Significantly shorter breakthrough times were found 
for the Live compared to the Replay condition. B. Error rate by condition. No significant 
differences in error rate were found. Error bars indicate standard errors.  Dots in panel A 
show individual participant results. 
 
We next investigated, at the group-level, if differences in the manual or apparent object 
rotation speed could account for condition-specific differences in breakthrough time. For 
the group-level analysis, we averaged breakthrough times and rotation speeds (manual and 
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apparent) across trials for each participant and condition (Live/Replay, 
congruent/incongruent). 
 
We first investigated if there were differences in the average manual rotation speed 
between conditions (Live/Replay, congruent/incongruent, Figure 3A). A two-factorial 
repeated measures ANOVA found no significant differences in manual rotation speed either 
for contingency (F(28,1) = 3,090, p = 0.090, η²  = 0.099) (Live trials: M = 3.34 degree/frame, 
SE = 0.20 degree/frame, Replay trials: M = 3.38 degree/frame, SE = 0.21 degree/frame) or 
congruency (F(28,1) = 1.133, p = 0.296, η²  = 0.039) (congruent trials: M = 3.35 
degree/frame, SE = 0.20 degree/frame, incongruent trials: M = 3.37 degree/frame, SE = 
0.20 degree/frame) and there was no interaction between these two factors (F(28,1) = 
3.503, p = 0.072, η²  = 0.111). An additional Bayesian repeated measures ANOVA did not 
provide evidence in support of either the null or alternative hypothesis for contingency 
(BF10 = 1.044), whereas congruency showed evidence in support of the null hypothesis 
(BF10 = 0.324) i.e. no difference in manual rotation speed between congruent and 
incongruent trials.  
 
We next investigated, still at the group-level, if there were differences in the apparent (not 
manual) rotation speed between conditions (Figure 3B). A two-factorial repeated measures 
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of contingency (F(28,1) = 33.456, p < 0.01, η²  = 
0.544), with faster apparent rotation speeds during Live sensorimotor coupling (M = 3.34 
degree/frame, SE = 0.19 degree/frame) compared to Replay trials (M=2.90 degree/frame, 
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SE = 0.18 degree/frame). Congruency did not reach significance (F(28,1) = 1.780, p = 0.193, 
η²  = 0.060) (congruent trials: M = 3.12 degree/frame, SE = 0.19 degree/frame, incongruent 
trials: M = 3.13 degree/frame, SE = 0.19 degree/frame). There was no interaction between 
these two factors (F(28,1) = 0.2484, p = 0.126, η²  = 0.081). An additional two-way 
Bayesian repeated measures ANOVA using the same factors showed the strongest evidence 
in support of a difference in apparent rotation speed for contingency only 
(BF10 = 1.323 × 1012), whereas for congruency, the evidence supported the null hypothesis 
(BF10 = 0.206) i.e. no difference in apparent visual rotation speed for 
Congruent/Incongruent trials.  
 
Together these results indicate that the manual rotation speed of the cogs did not differ 
significantly between Live and Replay trials, whereas the apparent rotation speed of the 
virtual objects was faster for Live compared to Replay trials, regardless of congruency. 
 
One scenario that could lead to this pattern of results is if manual rotation speeds increased 
over the course of the experiment. Since Replay trials draw object movements from early 
(practice) trials, this would lead to the observed discrepancy in apparent and manual 
rotation speed in Replay trials. A 2-way ANOVA with factors manual/apparent rotation 
speed and block number revealed that for the Replay condition there was a significant main 
effect of rotation type only,  (F(224, 1)= 11.400, p < 0.001, η²  = 0.048, BF10 = 32.447), but 
not for the block number (F(224, 3)= 0.063, p= 0.979, η²  = 0.001, BF10 = 0.022) (Figure 3C). 
Overall, these results show that manual and apparent rotation speed did not increase 
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significantly across blocks, but support the conclusion that manual rotation speed was 
faster than apparent rotation speed in the Replay condition.  
  
Figure 3. Apparent and manual rotation speeds in Experiment 1. A. Average manual 
rotation speed. There were no significant differences. Outliers have been removed 
(described in section 2.1.4) B. Average apparent visual object rotation speeds. A significant 
difference was found for contingency, but not congruency.  Error bars indicate standard 
deviation.  Dots in both panels show individual participant results. C. The time course of 
manual and apparent rotation speeds averaged across each block for the Replay condition. 
Error bars indicates standard deviation. 
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These results raise the concern that differences in breakthrough time, as observed for the 
contingency but not the congruency manipulation (Figure 2), could be attributed to 
differences in apparent rotation speeds.  Indeed, previous research has found that 
breakthrough times during suppression paradigms can be influenced by the speed of a 
moving stimulus (Blake, Zimba, & Williams, 1985). If this were the case in Experiment 1, 
one might expect a correlation between breakthrough time and (either apparent or 
manual) rotation speed. To investigate this possibility, we first applied a Bayesian 
Pearson’s correlation analysis at the group-level to look for evidence of a correlation 
between manual and apparent rotation speed and breakthrough time in the Live and 
Replay conditions. We found no correlation between breakthrough time and either manual 
(Live: r = -0.065, p = 0.739, BF10 = 0.243; Replay: r = -0.136, p = 0.480, BF10 = 0.293) or 
apparent rotation speeds (Replay: r = -0.091, p = 0.640, BF10 = 0.256) (see Supplemental 
Materials, Figure S1).  
 
However, this group-level analysis is by design insensitive to any potential effect of 
rotation speed on breakthrough time for each trial.  Therefore, for each participant we ran 
a separate within-subjects multiple linear regression (i.e. at the single-trial level) to model 
breakthrough time as a function of (i) contingency (Live/Replay), (ii) congruency 
(congruent/incongruent), (iii) interaction between contingency and congruency, (iv) 
manual rotation speed, (v) apparent rotation speed. This provided, for each subject, a 
coefficient estimate (beta) of how each predictor correlated with breakthrough time after 
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accounting for effects of the other predictors.  We considered each of the five beta 
coefficients separately and tested whether each coefficient differed significantly from zero 
using both frequentist and Bayesian one-sample t-tests (see 2.2 and Supplemental 
Materials).  A statistically significant result would indicate that the predictor significantly 
correlates with breakthrough time even after accounting for the effects of the other 
predictors. We found that the coefficients for both manual (t(28) = -4.617, p < .001, BF10 = 
323.640) and apparent rotation speed (t(28)= -4.133, p < .001, BF10 = 99.298) differed 
significantly from zero showing, that both factors correlated significantly with 
breakthrough time. However, we found evidence supporting no difference from zero for 
the congruency (t(28)= -0.783, p = 0.440, BF10 = 0.261) and the interaction between 
contingency and congruency (t(28)= 0.068, p = 0.946, BF10 = 0.198). There was not 
sufficient evidence to support either a difference or no difference for the contingency 
(Live/Replay) of the object (t(28) = -1.779, p = 0.086, BF10 = 0.793)  (see Supplemental 
Materials). Together these results suggest that in Experiment 1, at a single-trial level, we 
cannot exclude the possibility that differences in the manual or apparent rotation speeds 
influenced breakthrough time.  
 
3.0  Experiment 2: Increasing the richness of sensorimotor coupling 
Experiment 1 investigated whether manipulations of both the sensorimotor congruency 
and contingency affected breakthrough times for discrimination of rotation direction under 
bCFS, when sensorimotor interactions with the virtual 3D object were restricted to simple 
2D rotational movements. We found an effect for contingency but not for congruency. In 
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this first experiment, we could not exclude the possibility that the difference in apparent 
rotation speed between live and replayed sensorimotor interactions (contingency 
manipulation) may have influenced breakthrough time. One limitation of the Experiment 1 
was the constraints of the experimental setup. The use of 2D rotational movements meant 
that there was only a small difference between apparent and manual rotational movements 
in Replay trials. These strong sensorimotor constraints may not have been sufficient to 
fully decouple a participant’s actions from their visual consequences during every Replay 
trial. This may explain why in Experiment 1 we found an effect of contingency when 
averaging across all trials (group-level), but do not at the single-trial level.  
 
In Experiment 2, we developed a new setup, which utilized a motion-tracking device 
(Figure 4A) that allowed more naturalistic object-related sensorimotor interactions, with 
greater degrees of freedom. This arrangement allowed us to capture the spatial, rotational 
and non-stereotypical movements of each trial leading to a more complete decoupling of 
participant’s sensorimotor interactions with an object during Replay trials. Due to the 
absence of an effect of congruency in Experiment 1, we focused solely on the contingency of 
sensorimotor interactions in Experiment 2. Finally, we chose a different perceptual task - 
object discrimination - due to the physical constraints of the new setup. Note that the 
previous motion discrimination task could not be used here because maintaining 
continuous contact using the motion-tracking stylus meant that it was not possible to 
rotate an object consistently in a single direction.   
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In Experiment 2, participants were asked to identify the category of an object presented 
using the same bCFS paradigm as in Experiment 1, while performing natural unrestricted 
rotational movements of the object using a stylus attached to a motion-tracking device 
(Figure 4A). We used the motion-tracking device to track the participant’s interactions with 
the stylus and transferred those movements to the virtual object. As before, virtual objects 
were presented through the HMD to the non-dominant eye, while a dynamic Mondrian 
mask was presented to the dominant eye. Experiment 2 compared three aspects of 
sensorimotor coupling on breakthrough times. In the ‘Live’ condition, the object responded 
directly to the participant's rotational movements. In the ‘Replay’ condition, the object 
rotated according to the rotational movements of a randomly selected pre-recorded 
practice trial. To provide a baseline for breakthrough times we added a ‘Static’ condition, in 
which the 3D virtual object always maintained the same orientation (apparent visual angle) 
with respect to the participant, though its physical position could still change depending on 
stylus movement (i.e., translational movements were still mapped from stylus to object).  
 
3.1.  Materials and Methods 
 
3.1.1  Participants 
31 participants completed Experiment 2 (mean age = 24.7, SD = 7.76; 17 females, 3 left-
handed, none had previously taken part in Experiment 1). Participants provided informed 
consent before taking part and received £5 or course credits as compensation for their 
time. The experiment was approved by the University of Sussex ethics committee. 
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3.1.2  Experiment Setup 
Participants were seated approximately 50cm from a motion-tracking device (The Touch™ 
Haptic Device, 3D Systems, South Carolina, US) that was used to measure movements of the 
stylus. This device captures translational movements and rotations with 6 degrees-of-
freedom (forward/backward, up/down, left/right), and is also capable of generating 
directional force. The virtual environment was developed in Unity with a Haptic plugin for 
Unity3D (http://radar.gsa.ac.uk/3575/). The same HMD as in Experiment 1 (Oculus Rift) 
was used to present the stimuli within a 3D virtual environment (Figure 4A). The size of 
the 3D virtual environment is described in terms of its apparent physical size (in cm) based 
on a mapping of the positions of the motion-tracking device to the Unity environment. The 
average frame rate within Unity for Experiment 2 was 51.61 frames per second (SE = 1.19). 
The latency of the hardware, measured as the time for a movement of the stylus attached to 
the motion tracker to trigger a visual change in the HMD, was approximately 19 
milliseconds. The 3D virtual environment consisted of a virtual wooden textured box 
(28.3cm in width, 14.2cm in height, and 28.3cm in depth). A virtual camera was fixed at the 
centre of the box, placed 2.83cm horizontally back from the front edge of the box and 8.5cm 
vertically from the floor (Figure 4B left). The object (size 2.83cm in diameter) and the 
moving Mondrian mask (size 5.67cm in width and height) were positioned at the point of 
the motion-tracking stylus. The translational movements of the stylus were limited by a 
‘bounding box’, positioned within the surrounding wooden box (bounding box dimensions: 
17cm in width, 10cm in height, and 17cm in depth) (see Figure 4B right, the green line 
indicates the limits of the bounding box). Participants were allowed to freely move the 
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object within the 3D environment using the stylus, but were instructed to focus on making 
natural unrestricted rotational movements with their hand within the box rather than 
larger vertical or horizontal (translational) movements. This freedom of movement led to a 
variation in the distance between the virtual object and the camera of between 11.3cm to 
17.0cm. To increase the sense of ‘realness’ of the virtual object, the motion-tracking device 
generated a constant downward force (1.22N) to simulate the weight of the virtual object. 
 
Two distinct novel object families (3 in each family, 6 in total, see Figure 4C) were created 
using Blender (The Blender Foundation, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). The size and width 
of all 6 objects were roughly equivalent. A matt grayscale texture (saturation: 0.5) was 
applied to the virtual objects with natural shading from a directional light located directly 
above the object. Rotational movements of the object were updated at 52 frames per 
second, which was the refresh rate of our setup. The object was presented to the non-
dominant eye 500ms after the mask onset and gradually increased in opacity from 0% to 
100%, reaching 100% after 2000ms (Figure 4D, Right-top, see also Supplemental Video 2).  
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 Figure 4. Experiment 2. A. Experimental setup. Participants viewed a virtual 3D object and 
dynamic Mondrian through a HMD. They manipulated a virtual object using a motion-
tracking stylus with their left hand, and responded using a computer mouse, with their right 
hand, to identify the object as soon as it entered visual awareness. B. Overview of the virtual 
environment. Camera symbol indicates the participant’s point of view. C. The six virtual 
objects used in this experiment, divided into two families). D. Left: Instruction screen which 
indicated how to respond (left or right mouse click) for each object. The association between 
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response option and object family was consistent throughout the experiment for each 
participant, but was counterbalanced across participants. Right-top: images presented to 
the non-dominant eye. The object appeared 500ms after trial onset and its opacity gradually 
increased, reaching 100% opacity at 2000ms. Right-bottom: The Mondrian mask presented 
to the dominant eye.  
 
3.1.3  Procedure 
For each participant, ocular dominance was determined using the Miles test (Miles, 1930). 
Participants then put on the HMD and completed a practice session designed to familiarize 
them with the task.  All participants held a standard computer mouse in their right hand 
and controlled the stylus with their left hand (regardless of handedness).  The practice 
session consisted of 20 trials of the Live condition. At the beginning of each trial, 
participants were shown an instruction screen with two virtual 3D objects, one randomly 
chosen from each family. The instruction screen indicated which mouse button (left or 
right) the participant should press for each (Figure 4D Left). Participants initiated the onset 
of the trial, when ready, by pressing any mouse button.  
 
The Mondrian mask was then presented to the dominant eye in the virtual environment, 
which was followed by a virtual 3D object gradually appearing. Participants were required 
to identify the object, using the appropriate response option, as quickly as possible. During 
each trial, the position and orientation of the object was continuously updated based on the 
position of the stylus pen, with the Mondrian mask always centred on the object. As before, 
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participants were instructed to fixate on a red cross shown in the centre of the Mondrian 
mask and to reduce their blink rate during each trial. During the practice session, the 
dimensional rotational movements were recorded for later use in ‘Replay’ trials.  The same 
training procedure of rotational speed was used as in Experiment 1 (i.e. using a ‘speed 
indicator’ bar).  
 
The main experiment consisted of 4 blocks, each with 30 trials. Across the 4 blocks, there 
were 40 trials for each condition (Live, Replay, and Static), each of which used the same 
trial structure as in the practice session. Participants were encouraged to take a break at 
the end of each block by removing the HMD for a short period. Each block contained 10 
trials of each condition, the order of which was randomised for each participant. If 
breakthrough did not occur by the end of the pre-recorded movements during Replay 
trials, we continued replaying the objects movements from the pre-recorded trial forwards 
and backwards until the object broke through suppression and the participant responded.  
 
3.1.4  Analysis 
Exclusion criteria of data were similar to Experiment 1. For Replay and Live trials, we 
calculated the average difference in apparent rotation speed between these conditions 
across all trials. Participants with an average difference in apparent rotation speed 
between Live and Replay conditions of more than 2 standard deviations (SDs) from the 
group average were excluded from all further analyses. For the remaining participants, 
trials where breakthrough times were >30 sec or were more than 2.5 SDs from the mean 
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breakthrough times across participants were also excluded.  Finally, incorrect trials were 
removed from all further analyses, and the error rates were calculated for each condition 
(see section 3.2 for results of exclusion criteria). All further analyses and plots were used 
the above exclusion criteria. 
 
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA with main factors Live/Replay/Static was used to 
assess the effects of the different types of contingency on breakthrough time.  Additional 
Bayesian one-way repeated measures ANOVA were applied to the same data. As in 
Experiment 1 we compared the average manual and apparent rotation speeds across 
conditions. Average manual speeds of stylus movements were analysed using both 
standard and Bayesian one-way repeated measure ANOVA with main factors of 
Live/Replay/Static. The rotational speed was derived by measuring the angle between 
stylus location from one frame to the next (using the function Vector3.Angle in Unity), 
therefore capturing all 3-dimensional movements. We divided the sum of the angles by the 
number of frames per trial to provide the average rotational speeds in degrees per frame 
for each trial and participant. The average apparent speeds of the virtual object movements 
during the experiment were analysed using both standard and Bayesian paired samples t-
test between Live/Replay conditions. The ANOVA results also included the Eta Squared 
effect size denoted by η², while the t-test result includes Cohen’s d to report the effect size. 
The Holm–Bonferroni method (Holm, 1979) was used to correct for multiple comparisons 
made using the ANOVA. 
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As with Experiment 1, at the group level, we conducted Bayesian Pearson’s correlation 
analyses, while at the single-trial level we used multiple linear regression coefficients to 
investigate the influence of the apparent or manual rotation speeds of virtual objects on 
breakthrough time.  
Finally, another potential factor that may have contributed to differences in breakthrough 
times between conditions is the potential variance in the rate of participant’s change in 
movement direction during each trial, with the possibility of more frequent changes in 
movement direction leading to faster breakthrough times. To investigate this question, for 
Experiment 2, we analysed the complexity of the motion trajectories of the virtual objects 
during each trial using the Lempel-Ziv (LZ) complexity measure (Lempel & Ziv, 1976) (for 
details of analysis and results see Supplemental Material). LZ complexity has been shown 
to be a reliable index for tracking differences in motion regularities across conditions 
(Peng, Genewein, & Braun, 2014) . We first compared the average LZ complexity across the 
conditions (Live, Static, Replay), then applied the same group-level and single-trial level 
analyses as described for both experiments, examining the correlation between the 
complexity of movement and breakthrough time. We refer to this normalised Lempel-Ziv 
complexity of the 2-dimensional angle movements as ‘LZ complexity’ in the following text. 
 
3.2  Results  
Two participants were excluded due to differences in apparent rotation speed between 
Live and Replay trials (> 2.0 SDs; M = -0.31 degree/frame, SD = 0.43 degree/frame). For the 
remaining 29 participants, the following trials were excluded from further analysis: 
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incorrect trials (90 out of 3480, 2.59%), trials with breakthrough times > 30 sec (6 out of 
3390, 0.18%) and breakthrough outliers (>2.5SDs; 96 out of 3384 trials, 2.84%). 
 
The remaining data, consisting of 3288 trials out of 3480, were submitted to a 1-way 
repeated measures ANOVA consisting of the main factors Live/Replay/Static. The results 
revealed a significant main effect (F(56,2) = 4.125, p=0.021, η²  = 0.128)  for breakthrough 
time, with Live (M = 3.38 s, SE = 0.18 s) showing shorter breakthrough times compared to 
Replay ( M = 3.58 s, SE = 0.21 s) or Static coupling ( M = 3.67 s, SE = 0.21 s) (Figure 5A). 
Post-hoc t-tests, with Holm–Bonferroni correction, revealed a significant difference in 
breakthrough time only between Live and Replay conditions (t(28) = -2.905, pholm= 0.021) 
(Live/Static: t(28) = -2.354, pholm= 0.052; Replay/Static: t(28) = 0.732, pholm= 0.470). An 
additional 1-way Bayesian repeated measures ANOVA provided evidence in support of a 
trend towards the alternative hypothesis in favour of a difference in breakthrough times 
between conditions (BF10 = 2.253). Post-hoc Bayesian t-tests revealed strong evidence in 
support of a differences in breakthrough times between Live and Replay trials 
(BF10 = 6.090) and weaker evidence for a difference between Live and Static trials 
(BF10 = 2.067), whereas it revealed evidence in support of no difference in breakthrough 
times between Replay and Static trials (BF10 = 0.252). In line with Experiment 1, these 
analyses indicate that breakthrough into awareness of a virtual objects (family) identity 
was faster for interactions that were directly coupled to (i.e., contingent upon) participants’ 
movements, compared to Replay or Static trials. 
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Similar to Experiment 1, there was a low error rate across participants 2.5% (SE = 0. 40). A 
1-way ANOVA showed no significant difference in the proportion of correct responses 
between Live/Replay/Static conditions (F(56, 2) = 0.994, p = 0.376, η² = 0.034) (Figure 5B) 
Additional Bayesian repeated measure ANOVA showed strong evidence for the null model, 
i.e. no difference in error rate between conditions (BF10 = 0.229).  
 
 Figure 5. Experiment 2. A. Breakthrough time by sensorimotor coupling type (Live, 
Replay, Static).  Significantly shorter breakthrough times were found for the Live compared 
to the Replay condition. Dots show individual participant results. B.  Error rate by 
condition. No significant differences in error rate were found. Error bars indicate standard 
errors.   
 
We next investigated the relationship between average manual and apparent rotation 
speeds of the virtual objects across conditions. Figure 6A shows the average speed of 
participant’s manual movements of the stylus. A 1-way repeated measures ANOVA 
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revealed that there was no significant difference in manual rotation speed between 
Live/Replay/Static trials (F(54,2) = 0.176, p = 0.839, η²  = 0.006) (Live trials: M = 1.97 
degree/frame, SE = 0.23 degree/frame, Replay trials: M = 1.96 degree/frame, SE = 0.22 
degree/frame, Static trial: M = 1.96 degree/frame, SE = 0.22 degree/frame). An additional 
1-way Bayesian repeated measures ANOVA showed strong evidence for the null model, i.e. 
no difference in manual rotation speed between conditions (BF10 = 8.362). Figure 6B shows 
average apparent rotation speed of the virtual 3D objects in Experiment 2. As in 
Experiment 1, a 2-tailed t-test revealed a significant difference in apparent rotation speed 
between the Live and Replay conditions (t(27) = 4.583, p < 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.866), with 
the Live condition showing faster apparent rotational movements of the virtual 3D objects 
(M = 1.97  degree/frame, SE = 0.23 degree/frame) compared to Replay trials (M=1.65 
degree/frame, SE = 0.19 degree/frame). An additional 1-way Bayesian t-test supported this 
finding by showing strong evidence for a difference in apparent rotational speed of the 
virtual 3D objects between the Live and Replay conditions (BF10 = 279.8). Together, these 
results indicate that while participant’s manual rotation speed of the stylus did not differ 
significantly between Live, Replay, or Static trials, the apparent rotation speed of an object 
was significantly faster during Live compared to the Replay condition.  
As in Experiment 1, this pattern of results could arise if manual rotation speeds increased 
over the course of the experiment. Since Replay trials draw object movements from early 
(practice) trials, this would lead to the observed discrepancy in apparent and manual 
rotation speed in Replay trials. Again as in Experiment 1, we next examined the average 
manual and apparent rotations speeds for each experimental block for the Replay 
condition (Figure 6C). A  2-way ANOVA with factors rotation type (manual/apparent 
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speeds) and block number for Replay condition revealed a significant main effect for the 
rotation type (F(224, 1)= 4.085, p < 0.044, η²  = 0.018, BF10 = 3.886), but not for block 
number (F(224, 3)= 0.158, p= 0.924, η²  = 0.002, BF10 = 0.025). These results demonstrate 
that as in Experiment 1, the apparent rotation speed, taken from the practice session, was 
always slower than the manual rotation speed in the Replay condition. 
 
Figure 6. Rotation speeds in Experiment 2. A. Average manual rotation speed. There were 
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no significant differences. Outliers have been removed (described in section 3.1.4). B. 
Average apparent object rotation speeds. A significant difference was found for the Live 
compared to the Replay condition. Error bars indicate standard deviations. Dots in both 
panels show individual participant results. C. The time course of the manual and apparent 
rotation speeds for each block for Replay condition. Error bars indicates standard deviation. 
 
Examining the correlation between breakthrough time and rotation speeds we found, 
similar to Experiment 1, at the group-level there was no correlation between manual 
rotation speed (Live: r = 0.040, p = 0.841, BF10 = 0.239; Replay: r = 0.019, p = 0.923, BF10 = 
0.236; Static: r=0.166, p = 0.398, BF10 = 0.330) or apparent rotation speed of the virtual 
objects (Replay: r = -0.091, p = 0.647, BF10 = 0.259) and breakthrough time (see 
supplemental Figure S2). We next analysed data at the single trial level. We modelled 
breakthrough time as a function of (i) contingency between Live, Static and Replay, (ii) 
manual rotation speed and (iii) apparent rotation speed using multiple linear regression. 
Crucially, in contrast to Experiment 1, we found that the coefficients for Live vs Static and 
Replay differed significantly from zero (t(28) = -2.389, p = 0.024, BF10 = 2.205), indicating 
that at the single-trial level the contingency condition significantly affected breakthrough 
time, even after accounting for effects of the other predictors (manual and apparent 
rotation speed). In contrast, we found that the coefficients for manual (t(28)= -0.688, p = 
0.497, BF10 = 0.245) and apparent rotation speed (t(28)= -1.359, p = 0.185, BF10 = 0.453) 
did not differ significantly from zero (see Supplemental Materials) indicating that for this 
experiment they were not a likely factor that contributed to condition-specific differences 
in breakthrough time.  
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Together these results suggest that in Experiment 2 at both the group and single-trial level 
it was the contingency of the virtual object (with respect to action), and not any differences 
in the manual or apparent rotation speed of the object, that were responsible for 
differences in breakthrough time between Live and Replay trials. 
 
Lastly, we examined the correlation between the LZ complexity of manual and apparent 
movements and breakthrough time (for details see Supplemental Material). Comparing the 
average LZ complexity across the conditions (Live, Static, Replay), we found there was no 
evidence in support of a difference in the LZ complexity of manual movements across the 
three conditions (Live trials: M = 2.53, SE = 0.025, Replay trials: M = 2.52, SE = 0.026, Static 
trial: M = 2.52, SE = 0.025) (statistics reported in Supplemental Material). Similarly, our 
analysis revealed no evidence in support of a difference in the LZ complexity of apparent 
movements between Live and Replay conditions (Live trials: M = 2.53, SE = 0.025, M=2.50, 
SE =0.025). Second, at the group-level, we found no evidence of a correlation between 
average LZ complexity of either manual or apparent movements and breakthrough time in 
any condition. Third, at the single-trial level, our Bayesian analyses were not sensitive to 
whether there was a correlation or not between the LZ complexity of manual and apparent 
movements and breakthrough time. Overall, these results provide no evidence that the LZ 
complexity of the participant’s movements during Experiment 2 can account for the 
difference in breakthrough time between Live and Replay trials.  
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4.0  Discussion 
Across two experiments, we examined how manipulating the sensorimotor contingencies 
of unfamiliar virtual 3D objects affected breakthrough to visual awareness during bCFS. We 
developed two novel experimental setups. The first combined VR and AR, and the second 
combined VR with motion-tracking. Both setups allowed participants to interact with 
realistic virtual objects within a highly immersive environment. In each experiment, we 
examined the influence of differing types of sensorimotor coupling on breakthrough to 
awareness of specific features of the virtual objects.  
 
Experiment 1 investigated how contingency and congruency of sensorimotor coupling 
affected breakthrough times, with respect to the target property of object rotation.  
Participants were asked to detect the rotation direction of an object, while they used a 
(physical) cog to rotate the virtual object. At a group level, breakthrough times (for correct 
reports of rotation direction) were significantly shorter when the virtual object’s rotational 
movements were contingent on the participant's on-going actions (Live condition) 
compared to when movements were replayed from a practice trial (Replay condition). 
Interestingly, the congruency of sensorimotor interactions with an object did not affect 
breakthrough times, where congruency represents whether the object rotated in the same 
(congruent) or opposite (incongruent) direction to the participant’s movements. However, 
by examining the correlation between apparent and manual rotation speed and 
breakthrough times for each trial (single-trial level), we could not exclude the possibility 
that the differences in breakthrough time (for the contingency manipulation) might have 
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been affected by differences in the apparent rotation speed objects between the Live and 
Replay conditions.  
 
Experiment 2 asked whether breakthrough times for object discrimination – rather than 
motion discrimination – would also be affected by manipulating the sensorimotor coupling 
of an object.  This experiment combined VR and motion tracking to allow participants to 
experience more naturalistic object-related sensorimotor interactions. In line with 
Experiment 1, we found that at the group-level breakthrough times for object 
discrimination were shorter when the virtual object was directly coupled to participant's 
on-going actions (‘Live’), compared to when the movements of the object were either 
replayed from a previous trial (‘Replay’) or were locked to the same visual angle (‘Static’). 
Crucially, in contrast to Experiment 1, a single-trial analysis allowed us to establish that the 
contingency of sensorimotor actions, and not differences in manual or apparent rotation 
speed contributed to the differences in breakthrough times between Live and Replay trials. 
Congruency was not manipulated in this experiment. Supporting this conclusion, we also 
observed that for the Static condition breakthrough times were not significantly different 
from either the Live or Replay conditions (Figure 2A), with Bayesian analysis providing 
evidence in support of no difference between Replay and Static conditions. If differences in 
manual or apparent rotation speed were influencing breakthrough times in Experiment 2 
then one would expect that in the Static condition, in which there was no apparent rotation 
of the object, there would be a pronounced difference in breakthrough time compared to 
the other conditions. A lack of such a difference suggests that in this experiment the 
apparent rotation speed of the object did not strongly influence breakthrough times.  
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Altogether, our results demonstrate that manipulating the veridical sensorimotor coupling 
of an object, using a setup which allows naturalistic object-related sensorimotor 
interactions, affects the time it takes for multiple object features (motion direction and 
object category) to enter visual awareness, as measured by breakthrough time under bCFS. 
While the contingency of the coupling affected breakthrough times in both experiments, 
the congruency of the coupling did not (tested in Experiment 1 only). These data provide 
support for embodied theories of perception which emphasise the dependence of visual 
experience on the dynamic causal coupling between actions and their sensory 
consequences (Noë, 2004; O’Regan & Noë, 2001; Seth, 2014).  
 
Breakthrough times in CFS are known to be influenced by many factors, shaping any 
subsequent interpretation (for review see Stein et al., 2011). Factors such as attentional 
load (Bahrami, Lavie, & Rees, 2007), face orientation (Jiang et al., 2007), and the content of 
a scene (Mudrik, Faivre, & Koch, 2014) have all been shown to modulate breakthrough 
times. Of particular relevance to the present study, the speed of a moving stimulus is 
known to affect binocular suppression (Blake et al., 1985). This is why much of our analysis 
focused on the question of whether differences in object rotation speed, between 
conditions, could account for our findings. We conducted a number of analyses to 
investigate this possibility. We found in both experiments that the average apparent 
rotation speed of an object (the rotation speed of the object viewed by participants) were 
significantly different between Live and Replay conditions (Figures 3 and 6). The 
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condition-specific difference in apparent rotation speed was most likely due to the 
movements for Replay trials being taken from the practice session, when participant’s 
actions were more tentative. Additionally, the absence of a speed meter in the experimental 
blocks led to difficulties in maintaining a constant manual rotation speed over the course of 
the experiment.  
 
Similar to other studies that have investigated how sensorimotor contingencies can affect 
the formation of a visual percepts which are processed outside of awareness (Maruya et al., 
2007), a group-level analysis revealed no correlation between the average manual or 
apparent movement speed of an object and breakthrough times for both Live and Replay 
conditions in either experiment (see supplementary material). However, examining the 
correlation between the manual and apparent movement speed on breakthrough time at a 
single-trial level, we could not exclude the possibility, that in Experiment 1 differences in 
the apparent rotation speed influenced breakthrough time (section 2.2). We note that such 
a single-trial analysis was not performed by Maruya et al., (2007), highlighting the benefits 
of performing fine-grained analyses of the underlying factors affecting breakthrough times 
within suppression paradigms. 
 
In contrast, in Experiment 2 a single-trial analysis revealed that it was the contingency of 
the sensorimotor interactions, and not differences in the apparent or manual rotation 
speeds, that best accounted for the differences in breakthrough times between conditions.  
Another potential factor that may have contributed to differences in breakthrough times 
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between conditions in Experiment 2 are the potential variance in the rate of participant’s 
change in movement direction during each trial. However, further exploratory analyses 
provided no evidence that the LZ complexity of participant’s movements affected 
breakthrough time during Live or Replay trials (for more details see Supplemental 
Material).  
 
The purpose of the Replay condition was to decouple participant’s sensorimotor 
interactions with an object. However, in Experiment 1, due to the simple 2D rotational 
sensorimotor interactions with the object during Replay trials there was only a minimal 
mismatch between participant’s movements of the cogs and the apparent rotational 
movement of the object. One possible explanation for not finding an effect of contingency at 
the single-trial level in Experiment 1 could be that decoupling of sensorimotor interactions 
with the object did not occur for all trials in the Replay condition. To address this concern, 
we focused in Experiment 2 on creating an experimental setup that allowed more 
naturalistic unconstrained sensorimotor interactions with an object. The use of a motion-
tracking device allowed us to capture translational and rotational movements with 6 
degrees-of-freedom (forward/backward, up/down, left/right). This added directional 
freedom when manipulating an object meant that in Experiment 2, the mismatch between 
manual movements and apparent visual movements of an object in Replay trials was far 
greater than in Experiment 1. Compared to Experiment 1, the unconstrained sensorimotor 
interactions with an object delivered a more complete decoupling of participant’s 
sensorimotor interactions during Replay trials, in line with the observed effect of 
contingency at the single-trial level in Experiment 2.  
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Previous research, using a variety of paradigms including bCFS, has shown that the 
congruency between visual information and signals from other sensory modalities can alter 
the time it takes for the visual stimulus to enter awareness (Lunghi, Binda, & Morrone, 
2010; Lunghi, Morrone, & Alais, 2014; Salomon et al., 2015, 2013; van der Hoort, Reingardt, 
& Ehrsson, 2017). Note that these studies manipulated congruency rather than 
contingency, as the systematic manipulation of the contingency of cross modal signals is 
generally much more difficult than manipulation of congruency.  For example, congruency 
can be manipulated in a purely passive design (where it applies to congruency between 
different modalities), whereas contingency requires an active design by definition. In our 
experiments, we found that the contingency of sensorimotor interactions associated with 
an object, but not the congruency, modulated breakthrough times. Our results are in line 
with the few studies that have compared the effects of manual (contingent) and automatic 
(replay) actions on perception. The study by Maruya et al., (2007), for example, found, in a 
binocular suppression paradigm, that visual stimuli that are contingent on the participant’s 
voluntary actions showed longer ocular dominance durations and shorter suppression 
times, compared to stimuli that moved independently from a participant's actions (Maruya 
et al., 2007). However, Maruya et al., (2007) used very basic visual stimuli (dot stereogram) 
coupled with trained stereotypical movements, making conclusions about how naturalistic 
embodied interactions with realistic objects affects visual perception difficult, in addition 
they did not test the effects of congruency. We suggest that, for live sensorimotor 
interactions, the contingency between our actions and sensory signals is a more salient 
feature than congruency, and therefore key in facilitating access tso visual awareness. This 
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notion is in line with (Salomon, Szpiro-Grinberg, & Lamy, 2011; Wen & Haggard, 2018) who 
suggest that visual events are perceived more accurately or draw more attention when 
they are the consequences of our actions . 
 
Breakthrough time in bCFS has been interpreted by some authors as indicating 
unconscious processing associated with a specific stimulus feature (Salomon et al., 2013; 
Stein & Sterzer, 2014). Our findings are in line with these suggestions. The use of realistic 
virtual 3D objects under binocular suppression in this study allowed us to assess the effects 
of contingency on differing object features, finding an effect of breakthrough time during 
bCFS of contingency for both lower (movement) and higher (identity) level features of 
realistic objects. These findings support the interpretation that even high-level areas of 
visual cortex, associated with object processing can be recruited during suppression 
paradigms (Almeida, Mahon, Nakayama, & Caramazza, 2008; Jiang et al., 2007; Stein & 
Sterzer, 2011). Future investigations are warranted to examine how differing features of an 
object affect breakthrough times during suppression paradigms. For example, by 
comparing breakthrough time to visual awareness using a set of objects that specifically 
emphasise certain object features, for example their shape, while hiding other 
characteristics (e.g. complex-shape, wire-framed objects) it should be possible to 
systematically map how different object features affect breakthrough time in the bCFS 
paradigm.  
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Others have suggested that differences in breakthrough times in bCFS could be accounted 
for by priming or post-perceptual biases (Stein et al., 2011; Stein & Sterzer, 2014). The 
difficulties inherent in interpreting bCFS results are not unique to our study.  All studies 
that employ visual suppression paradigms encounter difficulties dissociating between the 
time needed for a stimulus to enter visual awareness, and the time needed for behavioural 
responses to be elicited (see, for example, (Pinto, van Gaal, de Lange, Lamme, & Seth, 
2015)). We attempted to reduce the influence of response-related factors by randomizing 
the order of trials across conditions, so participants could not prepare a specific response 
based on the anticipated sensorimotor coupling of a trial. We also used identical stimuli 
across differing sensorimotor coupling conditions, so that participants could not prepare a 
specific response based on object type. However, the extent to which post-perceptual 
biases contribute to (breakthrough) response times during suppression paradigms 
remains an open question, in this and other similar studies. Future investigations 
addressing this issue may potentially take advantage of so-called “no-report” bCFS 
paradigms, in which breakthrough times are assessed using objective physiological 
measures rather than by conventional subjective report (for example see (Tsuchiya, Wilke, 
Frässle, & Lamme, 2015)).  
 
Experimental investigation of naturalistic sensorimotor interactions with realistic objects 
is a challenging domain. Compared to previous attempts (Maruya et al., 2007), our study – 
especially Experiment 2 - allowed the presentation of highly realistic virtual 3D objects, 
with which participants could freely interact in relatively unconstrained ways. While there 
have been many attempts to investigate the relationship between action and perception, 
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many of which using the CFS paradigm, they have mainly used simple visual stimuli 
presented on a computer display. Recently, there have been attempts to apply the bCFS 
paradigm to real-world objects (Korisky, Hirschhorn, & Mudrik, 2018; Korisky & Mudrik, 
2018). While there are many advantages to using real-world objects in bCFS, our setup 
allows greater flexibility when manipulating the visual and structural properties of 3D 
objects. Importantly, our setup also permits naturalist interactions with an object, which 
can be programmed to display any imaginable form of sensorimotor coupling (e.g. non-
geometric transformations). Finally, our setup extends the use of binocular suppression 
paradigms into more dynamic and realistic environments, allowing future research to 
further explore relationships between action, perception, and awareness.  
 
5.0  Conclusion 
In two experiments we developed novel combinations of Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented 
Reality (AR) and motion tracking technologies within an adapted breaking continuous flash 
suppression (bCFS) to explore how manipulations of sensorimotor dependencies affect 
visual awareness of realistic 3D virtual objects.  Overall, our results show that the 
contingency, but not the congruency, of a person’s actions and their visual consequences 
influences access to visual awareness, in line with theories of conscious perception that 
emphasises embodied sensorimotor interactions. Our setup also extends the use of 
binocular suppression paradigms into more dynamic and realistic sensorimotor 
environments. 
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